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About This Game

Frontier is a room-scale sandbox where you can enjoy a simple, colorful and immersive visit to the wild west! Play with
guns and animals in three stylized environments in virtual reality.

Discover a world bursting with life, from adorable bunnies hopping through the wilderness, to grizzly bears stalking you in the
snow. Explore deserts brimming with colour, snowy woodlands with towering pines, and see the dawn of modern civilization in

the bison inhabited great plains.
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You can hunt a wide range of critters, but the wilderness also holds larger animals like deer, bison and grizzly bears!
The sky is also dense with hawks, snowy owls and bursts of tiny birds.

Every animal on the frontier has fully interactable (and sometimes even pickup-able) rag dolls, which thanks to the amazing
quality of the HTC Vive, feel incredibly real. We recommend trying out the night time lighting, as the warm glow of your
camp sites lamp mixed with truly dark nights leads to some of the most immersive virtual reality we have experienced to

date!

Progress through the game, discovering new areas and guns as you hunt and explore, or experience the completed scenes
immediately. It's your choice how you experience the world of Frontier.

Pulling off impressive aim and speed will reward you with a range of guns inspired by those of the wild west.
Looking for a simple set of classic revolvers? maybe some sawn-off shotguns? or even a sniper rifle?

Well you can shoot cute little bunnies with all of them!

Frontier is room-scale, and is based around locomotion-free interactive scenes.

Shooting wooden signs will take you between scenes, and you can always go to an interactive menu by shooting any "Red
Rocks" sign post.

Some notable things you will find on the menu are:

Input: you can choose between a very simple 1-button input (recommended for people new to VR) or a 2-button input, which
makes use of the grip buttons.

Random: pop into a random scenario, with some special animal encounters.

Reset and Continue: when you first launch the game, you will be able to play through the games progression. If you go back to
the main menu and continue, you can resume progression. If you instead shoot a destination sign, you can play that scene with

all the guns unlocked!

Cheats: if you really want to, you can shoot the bucket on the menu and enable some debug cheats. when using debug, press
your Vive's menu button to teleport yourself around (helpful for setting a custom seated position).

Have you ever experienced a massive steam train rocket past in the dead of night?
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Regardless of whether you are brand new to virtual reality, or a real enthusiast, there's is a lot of fun to be had in the wild
west.

You can even pop your grandmother straight in, as Frontier uses incredibly simple one button input (or include the grip
buttons, if you prefer) and contains absolutely no locomotion that could cause discomfort.

No matter what you are looking for in a VR game, Frontier will give you something to love!
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Title: Frontier VR
Genre: Adventure, Casual
Developer:
Gaugepunk Games
Publisher:
Gaugepunk Games
Release Date: 16 Mar, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7/8/10

Processor: i5 range or similar

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: GTX 980 or similar (VR capable)

Storage: 200 MB available space

Sound Card: N/A

English
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10/10 Still The Best Visual novel After OPUS

1. Great and rich storyline
2. Amazing soundtrack
3. Lovely characters you can easily fall in love with
4. Really brings in the feels
5. Theres a glider
6. Handsome main character (my opinion)
7. I dont know about this but i actually hate the restoration patch it cointais nudity and some sex scene so it really ruined the
story. But I guess some most people enjoyed it. But..... Of theres a yuri fan patch i would father enjoyed it.
8. 2 Cute loli's
9. Some fat♥♥♥♥♥looking teacher thats usually appeared in Hentai.
10. Amazing details and CG given to the game. Zero introduction or tutorial really which I thought was kinda of refreshing at
first from the constant hand holding in gaming now. Instead the game was still as confusing at the start as it was at the end of me
playing the game. Translation is quite off and confusing. Really not fun at all but thats probably due to me not understanding a
thing that was going on.. my new go-to game for shooting at / getting shot by my friends. Negatory. NCAA record holder - Jack
Taylor. I do know Jack sports.. MILLER, GET TO SUPPRESSING THOSE NEGATIVE REVIEWS-42!!!. Right now, no I
don't think you should buy it. The controls just feel way to slippery. Although it's fun to find your own routes to get to the end,
it just gets boring from sliding off. I recommend going on bhop on CS or GMOD for a more fun experience.

. So I played this game for 15 minutes. It seemed all I did was scan planets and then send shuttles to said planet. I would then
collect resources. After doing this a mind numbing amount of times, I somehow managed to warp into another galaxy only to do
the same thing over again.

I did run into some alien race. I did shoot some asteroids. Most of the time I was confused about the controls and had no idea
what was going on. The only sure thing is that I was scanning planets and sending shuttles and collecting resources. I stopped
playing and asked myself, do I want to continue?

No, no I don't. Maybe some people will appreciate the quirky humor or the visual style. But to me that just covers up the very
boring gameplay. I can't recommend this game, even at the sale price of $3.14 .. yes that's PI. That's really the most fun thing
about this game, sadly.

Rating 3.1415926 /10
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Wheel support sucks. May have been solid when it came out, but it sort of lacks stuff expected in the truck sim industry these
days. Interesting environments though.

5.9\/10. No one plays the game :(. I have played Farming Simulator 2013 for some time and it was nice but with this game i
can't seem to get anything done, i can't seem to remap the keybindings, some controls are even missing like a key for toggeling
map. the tutorial is a joke and there is no campain or anything to this game. i hope the game makers fix this soon cause if not... i
like to recomment steam to terminate connections to the devolpers so non have to feel cheated out of there money like i have..
UPDATE 8-29-2016- Patch 4: Runs without crashing finally.

Patch 1: Game crashes at Steam Authentication

Patch 2-3: Game crashes immediately on launch.

Verified game cache multiple times and even reinstalled the game... same issues.

10/10 would crash again.

Will change this review if I ever get the game to NOT crash.. Another Luxor game, If I'm correct this is the 5th installment in
the series.

I won't explain what the game is about again but obviously 'Quest For The Afterlife' is pretty much exactly the same as it's
predecessors. The main difference is the graphics are better and this time there's some kind of story but who cares about a story
in a game like this?

The game is still fun and addicting but like I've already said it doesn't do much different from the other games in the series so
I'd rather would've picked a 'neutral rating' but I simply do not recommend it for the price it's being sold for.. You might go in
expecting an arcade shmup like Geometry Wars but this game is so much more! In the current Early Access build there are
three game modes available, each completely different from the other but all very fun to play. If you're not sold yet at least put it
on your Wishlist to keep an eye on it. This one's gonna be a banger! <3

Also, waaaaaay underpriced already in Early Access.. Not as bad as it looks. I mean it looks as bad as it looks, but it's not a
complete throwaway like I expected.
As far as unrealistic zombie games go I'd probably pick this over Zombie Training Simulator since it's a bit more over the top.
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